Public Attitudes to Science 2014:
Social Listening
Quarter 1: January – April 2013 report
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Objectives
Ipsos MORI, on behalf of the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, are conducting a
year long research exercise into how people talk about science. Using our social media tracking
programme we are able to see who is talking about science online, what they are talking about,
and when. In essence –

what makes science ‘sticky’?
January – April (Q1) objectives:
•Exploring how people react on social media
to the biggest science stories
•Search subjects – the horsemeat scandal
and the meteor strike over Russia
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Method
Using our in-house social media platform we are able
to measure internet traffic volumes on different subjects
across a range of online sources, including Twitter,
forums, blogs, news sites, etc.
Over the period January-April we searched for mentions
of science, scientists and trust close to two of the biggest
science-related stories of the period – the horsemeat
contamination scandal and the meteor strike over Russia
Our search terms:
•(horsemeat OR "horse meat") NEAR/10 (scien* OR expert* OR
tests)
•"predict meteor"~5 OR "see meteor coming"~5 OR "didn't spot
the meteor" OR (("meteor strike" OR meteorstrike OR "meteor
explosion" OR (meteor* NEAR/5 (russia* OR siberia* OR
chelyabinsk))) NEAR/10 (scien* OR expert* OR astronom*))
N.B. the meteor search term required more iterations as meteors are
discussed more generally on many websites
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Headline findings
Different types of coverage
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Different types of coverage
Meteors

Horsemeat
2%

14%

2%

Forums –
21%

Blogs – 7%

Tra ditiona l
news
sources –
56%

Tra ditiona l
news
sources –
50%

43%

2%
4%

The meteor story was reported more
traditionally – news sources and
scientists acted as authority figures and
distributed information
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The horsemeat scandal took off on
Twitter – the science of the story took
second place to humour and people
shared jokes, rather than facts
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Horsemeat and meteors – global internet traffic
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15th February:
Meteor strike
1st March – New tests: Taco
Bell and Birdseye also hit

11th February – Tesco
confirms its lasagne
has horsemeat content
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16th April – EU Commission
random tests: <5%
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Horsemeat and meteors – UK traffic
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The horsemeat scandal
A case of food fraud
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Sources of Horsemeat in the UK – Twitter-heavy
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Different peaks – Twitter volume and news volume
200
April – EU Commission
random tests: <5%
contamination of sampled
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The results of the EU randomised
tests came towards the end of the
story cycle, and was one of only a
few points where news volume
significantly exceeded Twitter
volume
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This also happened early on in
the scandal, before it became
common knowledge
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The Chelyabinsk meteor
A scientific spectacle
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The Meteor – a more global story
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Meteor strike
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UK in focus – the same pattern but lower volume
15th February:
Meteor strike

Volume of online conversation
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Much more ‘traditional’ dissemination – news volume
usually highest
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Horsemeat and the meteor –
two different types of story
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The meteor story was reported and talked about
scientifically – with a few notable exceptions

Many people were
simply reiterating
the news stories –
and there was an
element of
reassurance from
authoritative
sources

(US National Museum
of Natural History)

(Agence FrancePresse)
(Royal Institution
Australia)
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A world cloud of Twitter findings reveals a
predominance of scientific and factual phrases
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Word clouds are a representation of the frequency with which particular terms
are present in the data
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By contrast, non-scientific sources were much more
strongly represented in the horsemeat scandal
The most mentioned Tweeters were a split
between traditional news sources and individuals
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Looking at the 500 most prolific tweeters from each story…
High volume Tweeters (>5 tweets on the subject)
30% of the 500 most prolific
tweeters on the horsemeat story
tweeted more than five times
about it – compared with 5% in the
meteor story

Low volume Tweeters (only one tweet)
The majority (72%) of the most
prolific tweeters on the meteor story
tweeted only once; none of the
500 most prolific horsemeat
tweeters tweeted less than twice
about the story

0%
Meteor
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On retweets – #horsemeat is leagues ahead

Retweets:
173%
#horsemeat

of original Tweet
total

The hashtag “#horsemeat” was
the most commonly used hashtag
during the scandal.
It was mentioned more in
retweets than in original tweets,
highlighting the ‘word of mouth’
aspect to the story

By contrast, the “#meteor” hashtag, which was the
most commonly employed hashtag for meteor
coverage, was retweeted more infrequently, with
the total number of retweets reflecting only 2% of
the total for original tweets

#meteor
Retweets

2%
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The story unfolded in chapters with a different
household name implicated each time
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The early
stages…
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The story unfolded in chapters with a different
household name implicated each time
1500

…The peak of the
scandal…
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The story unfolded in chapters with a different
household name implicated each time
1500

…and the long tail
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A word cloud of the horsemeat findings reveals a
‘brand’ element to the story too

Much of the coverage
concentrated on
particular meals that had
been tested – ‘Tesco
Everyday Value Lasagne’,
‘IKEA meatballs’ and
‘Findus lasagne’
Joke hashtag
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Word clouds are a representation of the frequency with which particular terms
are present in the data
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Conclusions
The way in which people talked about the meteor story was much more scientific
• Scientific sources and scientists took a central role in dissemination, and people usually
just reported facts
• Twitter discussion amongst peers was limited for a variety of factors – the death toll and
destruction, the remoteness of the event, and its sudden occurrence could all be factors

• By contrast, the horsemeat story was more colloquial and took off in a big way
• Twitter took up the largest proportion of traffic, and a large proportion of the twitter traffic
was humorous
• The following factors all contributed to making the story more widely talked about :

o The progressive revelation of household names implicated in the scandal
o The lack of any illness or injury arising from the contamination
o Traditional taboos and stereotypes around eating horse meat all contributed to making
the story more widely talked about

The down side is that very little information of a
scientific nature was shared in the horsemeat story…
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Please contact us with any questions:
Sarah.Castell@ipsos.com 020 7347 3263
Sarah.Pope@ipsos.com 020 7347 3981
Michael.Clemence@ipsos.com 020 7347 3484
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